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I. INTERPRETING THE WORD 

THE TORAH WAY OF JUSTICE 
Prepared by Rabbi Abraham R. Besdin 

(No.5) 

A. The Day After Yom Kippur - The text deals with Moses judging the Israelites from morn-

ing to evening. 

(Exodus 18:13). This follows the episode of Yisro's arrival in the desert 

and one would ordinarily interpret [1,n7.37.3 "n", as the day after Yisro's coming. (The 

Ibn Ezra so understands it.) Rashi, the Ramban and the Mechilta, however, inform us that 

r"n7.37.3 refers to C"'Ul::Jn C," "l(~'7.3, namely, the day after Moses' descent from 

Mt. Sinai where he had acquired G-d's forgiveness for the "golden calf" sin. As Rashi 

tells us: 

connected to the first Yom Kippur in Jewish history? 

B. Analyzing the Word Etymologically - The word [1,n7.37.3 always suggests a value judg-

ment, indicating a contrast with the day preceding. It can have one of two meanings: 

1. This day is worthy because it is related to and is an extension of the day before; 

the source of dignity is the yesterday but the today, too, has an enhanced status 

because it is appended in time to the Kedusha of the preceding day. 

2. An alternative meaning of [1,n7.37.3 is that this day is a drastic break from the 

yesterday which was shameful; the day before was negative and destructive, this 

day is positive and reaffirming. Thus, [1,n7.37.3 can mean either a) Yesterday was 

the real day; this day but extends its glory b) This day is the real day; yester-

day was a day of shame and negation. 

C. Illustrating Both Meanings 

1. (Exodus 32:30) 

The yesterday involved merry making, orgies and wild dances before the golden calf 

[1,n7.37.3 however, was for sobering up, regaining perspective 
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and for teshuva. Hence, this day's worthiness is noted in contrast with the yesterday. 

2. (Lev. 23:15) rI:2wn rI'"7.)7.) C:l; CrI,!:)C, 

Here we deal with the lingering of Kedusha; the passage of time does not extinguish the 

Yom Tov experience; today is not bleak and dreary but rather a continuation of the day 

preceding. 

3. eN"!:) N7.l''') w"i'n ;N ;'"7.) T"!:)"C'7.). Here we clearly deal with the mitzvah 

of extending a day of worthiness; not to let a great experience diminish through the 

passage of time. Chassidim, particularly, extended their Shabbosim in expression of the 

rI' " 7.)7.) spirit. 

D. Relating It To Yom Kippur - Since rI,"7.)7.) can have two meanings, as explained above, 

Rashi felt impelled to indicate that in our text it signifies c""!:):ln C,,, "~X'7.). 

The day of Yom Kippur is a peak experience of reconciliation, an enriching and cathartic 

influence upon one's personality, which must not terminate at the conclusion of the day. 

A day of O!:)W7.l, whenever it occurs, should reflect the awe and kedusha of Yom Kippur. 

I I. THE CONCEPT OF n,tz7!:) 

A. The n,w!:) Concept - In Sanhedrin 6b, we find 1"X:2; n,x7.) 'N n",i' T:2 1'w,n" ":2, 

When ligitants appear before a Dayan, he offers them two choices: a Din Torah where only 

the halacha p'sukah operates (the O!:)W7.) TW'") or a n,w!:) where the 1':2,rI and the 

1':2r1l agree to have the Dayan resolve the ligitation according to his own judgment, 

though it contradicts the strict halacha. Here the Dayan employs both the O!:)W7.) TW'" 

and other humanistic considerations in arriving at a compromise decision. Indeed, the 

Dayan refers n,tz7!:) to T'" and the Rav had heard from his father that Reb Chaim almost 

always rendered n,tz7!:) decisions. 

Here Halacha differs from Roman or modern civil law. The latter regards arbitration 

or compromise as contradictory or extraneous to the administration of justice. The judge 

can recommend out-of-court reconciliation but he must eliminate himself from this procedure 

because the role of the judge is the strict adjucation according to law. In Halacha, the 

n,w!:) decision is a juridical action, a legal procedure; it is not a deviation or 
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contradiction of the halacha, but it1s preferred and finest fulfillment; i1,tugis the func-

tion of a Dayan just as T'" is his function; he acts as a Dayan, not as an arbitrator. The 

same halachic requirements are found in both; T":lj:' i1~"'X i1,tug (the T":lj:' sets up 

the ,,,~; it doesn't connote the prior relinquishing of rights); 

rl'O''',i1 '?tzl ,,,~, etc. 

The concept of i1,tu5) is based on ethical and metaphysical considerations. In Sanhedrin 

66, the idea of i1,tug is derived from two Scriptural verses and both verses are needed be-

cause each contributes another aspect to justify the institution of i1,tug. One aspect 

responds to a social-ethical need, namely to attain c,'?tu in society; the second aspect is 

metaphysical, namely, that absolute right or wrong eludes finite man. 

B. Verse One: The Ethical Consideration 

c,'?tu T"K Ogtu7.) tzl"tzl C'j:'7.)::J K'?i1' "C::J",Ytu::J ,Ogtzl c,'?tzl Ogtu7.)' rl7.)K" - 'n i1"'~T 

.c,'?tu ,~ tu"tu Ogtzl7.) 'i1T"K K'?K 05)tu7.) T"K c,'?tu tzl"tu C'j:'7.)::J, 

In a strict T'" situation, there is Ogtu7.) but no c,'?tubecause one of the parties is 

vanquished, humiliated and resentful. The issue is resolved but the people involved remain 

in conflict; hatred and antagonism intensify; society is in disarray. The secular judge is 

indifferent to this failure; C,'?tu is outside his jurisdiction; his decision, governed 

only by law, inevitably involves victory for one and defeat for the other. The Torah, 

however, wants the T"'" to be not only a magistrate but a teacher; to ask both parties 

to retreat from points of advantage; both, he tells them, are wrong; he enlightens them 

that no conflict justifies emotional rancor; this is teaching, not just judicial action; 

this is the real meaning of the word og'tuas we will shortly explain. 

In illustration of above, note Krl'?"~7.) on Shemos 18:16 

- ,i1Y, I"~' .n'tug'::J I"Ktu T",n nT tu"K I"~ - ",ny, T"~' IU"K T"~ "rlO5)tu'" 
.C"Y'::J nT7.) nT C"Og:J cn":Jtutu n,wg ,~ tu'W T"'i1 nT 

Also on Pirke Avot 1:8 

''':I''Y~ ,"i1" ,":lg,? C"'7.),Y T"'i1 "'?Y~ '''i1''tu~' - T":I",n "~"Y~ ,7.)XY tuYrl '?K 

.T"'i1 rlK cn"'?y ''?::Jj:'w~ T"K::JT~ ''':I''Y::J ,"i1" ,":lg,?7.) C"Og:Jtz1~' C"Ytz1'~ 
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This means: Do not assume the omniscient role of all-knowing judges who can determine 

matters with absolute certainty; only G-d is an T'" ,,'V ~v (the word ", v means 

that all details are clearly set before us as on a ,,'V Tn;w ); tell them, as they 

stand before you that both have elements of wrongness in their case; as a consequence, 

when they leave, they will both feel exonerated and friendly; in a 

their claims and give something up, then both will feel 

C. Verse Two: The Metaphysical Consideration 

il'W!J, both reduce 

,ilv'X T"N C!JW7.) f/}"f/} 7.)"::1 N~il' - "ilv'X' C!JW7.) ilf/}'V ", "il"'" ('n - ::I ;N'7.)W) 

Once again, only in 

.ilV'X ,::1 W"W C!JW7.) 'ilT"N N~N ,C!JW7.) T"N ilv'X' 

il'W!J do we also attain charitable justice. 

In secular law, the Aristotelian principle of contradiction operates, that if A and Bare 

mutually exclusive and contradictory, then if A is right, B must be wrong; if B is right A 

must be wrong; both A and B can't be right. In accordance with this principle, the strict 

law decides for only one of the ligitants. The Halacha, however, deals with mutually ex-

clusive concepts and uses them both, on the premise that right and wrong in the finite realm 

is never absolute. There is no infinity for man even in the moral realm. So man is meta-

physically both right and wrong; in a n'f/}!J both win and both lose; both rel inquish some-

thing, not as a compromise of their rights but as the juridical essence of ilV'X ; nei ther 

triumphs or is vanquished. There is no malicious joy or resentful humiliation. Thus, il'W!J 

is morally just and is not merely a social expedient. 

The halachic compatibility with contradictions is illustrated with 

.Cil"l"::1 V",::I", "f/}"~Wil ::I,n::lil N::I"W 'V ,ilT nN ilT C"f/}n::l7.)il c"::I,n::l "lW 

This does not suggest that anyone verse is wrong but, rather that both are valid. The 

third verse, indicating the halachic course, can not nullify the validity of the other two 

verses. 

I II. THE ROLE OF A 

.;.W ... h;.;;;a;.;;t.......;.l..;;,s.....;;,a ___ c_!J_'_w....;.? - He is not the same as aT" ", or a magi strate, rather a C!)nl 

deals with the totality of human relations, the whole gamut of human needs, both material 
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and psychological. In the n:Jtzl n'?:Jp psalms, we note the elation and rejoicing in nature 

as G-d will come to judge the world • 

••• ',:J, Y'Kn O~W? K:J 7:J ••• ',w T?Y' ••• Y'Kn ?~n' C7~tzln 'n~tzl' 

Al so 

What is the cause of this ecstatic rejoicing? Surely G-d's judgment should fill us with 

trepidation as in the '1P't"1 n:lt"1:1'. The answer is that G-d as 

commune with the world, to be close to His creation, to give friendship to man, not 

necessarily to judge, examine and to condemn man. Only now can we appreciate the rapture 

of G-d's coming. 

The C'O~'tzl ,~c is translated in both Greek and the Latin as "Book of Judges". 

Actually, Devorah was K'nn nY:J '?K'tzl' t"1K no~tzl which means that she guided and 

taught; nowhere do we read of actual judging; does a judge act like a queen, appoint 

army heads, lead in war on Sisra, pursue an enemy or sing the hymn of Devorah? When 

the verse says 

couragement, and understanding. This is inherent in the word 

so with all the other Judges. 

A further proof of the broader meaning of o~,w is indicated in the fact that Moses 

was busy with people (Ex. 18:13). What kind of ligitations 

could exist in a desert economy where one's clothing did not wear out, food descended as 

Mannah with regularity, hoarding was impossible because all excess deteriorated. Apparently, 

the total spectrum of the o~,w involved Moses, extending love, friendship, psychological 

succor for the scars and nightmares of the previous servitude, the myriad of human problems 

of former slaves. Yisro, accustomed to the concept of a 77 ', who is concerned only with 

legal adjudication couldn't understand why Moses sat with regal airs of an oriental monarch 

'?K'W' '?w 7":J:J:J '?T'?T~ n'nw "n7'? ':J,n wp,n, .C7'~'Y c'?,:J, 1'?~:J :JW,' 

.(7"W') 1:J ,?y ,n':J,n? 

Actually, their standing was a spontaneous gesture of friendship, to be close to Moses as 

to a friend, not a king. The word used by Yisro is ~%:I which means standing at attention, 

a sign of subordination, a state of readiness to serve; the word used by the Torah, however 
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is ,7.)Y'" which simply refers to a physical posture in contrast to Moses' sitting and 

therefore connotes no demeaning servility. 

The reply of Moses to Yisro was three fold, as explained by Ramban and Rashi, namely 

that we are dealing here with the broader concept of a o~'W and not solely with a 

T"'" His three responsibilities were a) Pray for Them ( 

C"P'?K w,,'?) The Ramban explains that it refers to n'?~n; the people wanted Moses 

to intercede for them, to share their agony and troubles as a friend. Also, b) To Be a 

Judge ( 

was in Midyan, but with n'w~, to ensure that they wi 11 remai n 

with C ,,?w and n P'~ bei ng combi ned wi th O~W7.). Finally, c) To Be A Teacher -

( 

IV. SUMMATION 

Now we understand that when cyn nK o~w'? nWI!) ~W'" it was always a n,n7.)7.) 

of c""~~n c," "K~'7.), for Yom Kippur is a day of judgment and reconciliation. 

On the one hand we say but then we proclaim 

and the n,n7.)7.) combine to 

form the and np,~ . The subjective humanistic judgment of 

the T'" may legitimately be combined with the strict halacha in determining the 

final P'sak, in the form of 
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